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Abstract 
It is an old problem posed by Bennett and Lutzer whether every perfect GO-space has a perfect 
orderable extension. As an approach to this problem, we prove that, for a perfect GO-space X, 
X has a perfect linearly ordered extension if and only if there is a o-discrete subset F such 
that GOx (0, X - F, F, 0) is perfect, where GOx (8, X - F, F, 0) is the ordered set X with the 
topology defined so that every point in F is isolated and every point in X - F has the usual 
interval neighborhood base. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Linearly ordered topological space; Generalized ordered space; Perfect normality; 
Perfect orderable extension 
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1. Introduction 
A GO-space (generalized ordered space) is a triple (X, r, <), where (X, <) is a 
linearly ordered set, T a topology on X which is TI and has a base consisting of open 
sets which are order-convex. If we denote the usual interval topology on X by X, then 
(X, X <) is called a LOTS (linearly ordered topoEogical space). If a GO-space (X, T, <) 
can be topologically embedded in a LOTS (Y, X, +), then the LOTS (Y, X, 4) is called an 
orderable extension of the GO-space (X, 7, <) and, if < = +1X, then the LOTS (Y, X, +) 
is called a linearly ordered extension of the GO-space (X, r, <). It is an interesting 
question whether a topological property on a GO-space can be inherited by some of its 
orderable extensions. It is known that for separability, metrizability and paracompactness 
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the answers to this question are affirmative (cf. [2]). But the following question posed 
by H.R. Bennett and D.J. Lutzer remains open: 
Problem 1 [2]. Is it true that any perfect GO-space has a perfect orderable extension? 
In [7,8] the author with T. Miwa and Y.-Z. Gao has proved that there exists a perfect 
GO-space which cannot be densely embedded in any perfect LOTS. On the other hand 
any perfect GO-space with the underlying LOTS satisfying local perfectness can be 
embedded in a perfect LOTS. 
The purpose of this paper is to clarify the structure of a perfect GO-space which has 
a perfect linearly ordered extension by proving the Main Theorem. 
For a GO-space (X, 7, <), let 
X be the interval topology on (X, <); 
I = {Cr E x 1 {x} E 7- - A}; 
R = {x E X - I1 [x, -) E 7 - X}: 
L = {x E x - II (c,z] E T - X}; 
E=X-(RULUI). 
It is well known that a GO-space topology on (X, <) can be determined by the 
sets I, R, L, E. So we denote the GO-space (X, r, <) by GOx(R, E, I, L) and 
write X = GO(R,E,I,L), simply saying X is a GO-space. If it is necessary to 
present two GO-spaces on the same ordered set X, we will write them as Xt = 
GOx(R,, El, I,, L,), X2 = GOx(Rz, Es, I?, L2) to distinguish them. 
Main Theorem. A perfect GO-space X = GO(R, E, I, L) has a perfect linearly or- 
dered extension if and only if there exists a a-discrete subset F of X such that 
X’ = GOx (0, X - F, F. 0) is pelfect. 
The GO-space X’ = GOx (0, X - F, F, 0) is the ordered set X equipped with the 
topology that for every z E F, z is isolated and for 2 E X - F, IC has a local base 
consisting of the usual open intervals. We will prove the sufficiency and necessity of the 
Main Theorem in Sections 2 and 4 respectively. 
The term “ convex” means “order-convex”. For the undefined terminology and nota- 
tions, we refer to [3,7]. 
2. Sufficient condition 
First we prove a theorem to present a condition for a perfect GO-space to embed in a 
perfect LOTS. 
Lemma 1. For a GO-space X, the following are equivulent: 
(1) X is pefect. 
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(2) Any collection of disjoint convex open subsets of X is o-discrete in X. 
(3) Any collection of disjoint convex open subsets of X is o-locallvJnite in X. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is due to M.J. Faber [4]. That (2) implies (3) is 
clear. 
Suppose (3) is true. Then X must be first countable, and notice that every convex 
open set is an F,-set. It follows that the union of a locally finite collection of disjoint 
open convex sets is an F,-set. Hence any open set of X is an F,-set since every open 
set is the union of a collection of disjoint open convex sets, i.e., (1) is true. 0 
Lemma 2. Let X be a GO-space and A = U{dn ( ‘IL E UJ} a o-discrete collection, 
where for each ‘11. E w, A, is discrete in X. Suppose that U is a disjoint collection of 
open com’ex subsets of X satisfjkg for any U E U, U n (U d) # 0. If for each A E A, 
there exists a countable subset C-4 of A such that c1.y CA > A, then U is a-locally finite 
in S. Specinllv if D is a discrete set of X. then U’ = (11 E U / U n D # 0} is locally 
finite, even the elements of U need not be open. 
Proof. For 71 E w and A E A,, take a point XC,., E CA, then {xca / A E dA,} is 
a discrete set of X since A, is discrete in X. Because each CA is countable, C = 
u{c’~ / A E d} is g-discrete in X. Let C = U{C, ( n E LJ}, where each C, is discrete 
in X, and let U, = {U E U / U n C7, # 0}. Then for any x E X, there exists a convex 
open neighborhood II7 such that l’c’ meets C, in at most one point. So IV meets Z& in 
at most three elements since I$- and each element of 24, are convex and each U E tr, 
contains some point of C,. Observe that any U E U meets some A E A and U is open. 
So U n CA # 0, i.e., f or some n E UJ, U E U,. Hence U = U{l& 1 71 E UJ}. Thus U is 
n-locally finite in X. 0 
Lemma 3. Let X = GO(R) E. I, L) be a perfect GO-space. If there exists a o-discrete 
set F in X such that X’ = GOx (0, X - F, F, 0) is pegSect, then 
(1) there exists a o-discrete set F’ > I in X such that X1 = GOx (0, X - F’, F’. 0) 
is also pei$ect; 
(2) Xz=GO,(QI,X-(Fn(RULUI)),Fn(RULuI),0) isalsoper$ect. 
Proof. (1) Since X is perfect and I is open, I is an F,-set and is a-discrete in X. If 
I were an F,-set in X’ as well, then GOx (8, X - (F U I), F U I. 0) would be perfect 
and F U I would serve as the F’. However, in general, I may fail to be an F,-set in X’ 
since an open set in X possibly fails to be open in X’. Now we will find a o-discrete 
set B in X such that I U B is an F,-set in X’. 
Let I = U{Kn 1 n E w}, where K,, n E w, is discrete in X. Let 
be the set of all convex components of X - K, for each n. Put 
V:, = {I’,, E u, ( vn, n (x - (I u F)) # S}, 
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then VA is a-discrete since X is perfect and VA is a collection of disjoint open convex 
sets in X. Let 
B,={xd-FI 2 is the minimal point of V for some V E VA } , 
B,+={eL-F/ z is the maximal point of V for some V E VA } , 
B,=B, UB,+, B = U{Bn I R (5 w), F’=FuBuI. 
Then B, is o-discrete in X and so is B. Moreover F’ is a-discrete in X since F, B 
and I are a-discrete. 
We prove that I U B is an F,-set in X’. 
It is sufficient to prove that each B, U h;, is closed in X’ for each n E w. Suppose 
that z 4 (B, UK,). If z E F - (B, UK,), then 2 $ clxt(B, UK,) since {z} is open 
in X’. If z $ F, then there exists some V E VA and an open interval (a, b) such that 
5 E (a, b) c V since IC $! B,. Therefore z $ clx/ (B, U K,). So B, U K, is closed in 
X’. 
Since X’ is perfect, F is g-discrete in X’. Thus F’ is an F,-set in X’. It follows that 
F’ is a a-discrete set in X1. 
Let F’ = U{FA 1 n E w}, w h ere FL is discrete in XI, and let IA’ be a collection of 
disjoint convex open sets of Xi. Put Ui = (U E 24’ 1 U f’ F’ = 0) and U{ = l4’ - U& 
For U E Uh, U is also open in both X’ and Xi since U f? F’ = 8 and F’ > F. By 
Lemma 1, Ui is a-discrete in X’ since X’ is perfect. Since the topology on Xt is finer 
than that on X’, Z&, is also a-discrete in XI. 
Since for any U E Ui, U n F’ # 0, by Lemma 2, l/l is a-locally finite in Xi. So U’ 
is ~-locally finite in Xi. Hence by Lemma 1, Xt is perfect. 
(2) Let F = U{Fn I n E w}, w h ere F, is discrete in X, and let U be a collection of 
disjoint convex open sets of X2. Put 
U~={UEUIU~F=~}; Z&={UEU / UflF,_l #0} forn>O. 
For U E &, U is also open in both X and X’ since U n F = 0. By Lemma 1, UO is 
a-discrete in X, so 240 can be presented as UO = U{UOO~ I k E w} such that each UOk is 
discrete in X. Also Uak is a-discrete in X’ since X’ is perfect. So UOk = lJ{Z&~ 1 t E w}, 
where uakt is discrete in X’. 
Now suppose x E XZ and x $! lJUukt. If x E X - F, there exists an open interval 
J containing % such that J meets at most one element of &kt since Uokt is discrete in 
X’. If x E F - (I? U L U I), then 2 E E. It follows that there exists an open interval 
J1 such that JI meets at most one element of .?& 3 UOkt Since &k iS discrete in X. If 
x~Fn(RuLu1), {,} x is open in X2. So {x} does not meet any element of &kt. 
Therefore UO is a-discrete in X2. 
Consider ,?A, for n > 0. Un is also a collection of disjoint open convex sets in X’ since 
the topology on X’ is finer than that on X2. Because X’ is perfect, Un = u{U& / k E w} 
such that each&k is discrete in X’. For x E X2 and k E w, if x $! F there exists an open 
neighborhood 52 of II: in X’ such that 52 meets at most one element of U&. Observe that 
the collection of all usual open intervals containing z is the local base at x, which is as 
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sameasinX?,sincez~F.SoJ2canbechosentobeopeninX?.IfxEF-(RULUI), 
then x E E. Notice that by Lemma 2, U, is locally finite in X since F,_l is discrete 
in X. So there exists an open interval 53 containing s such that J3 intersects at most 
finite many of elements of Z.&k. If z E F n (R U L U I), it is clear {x} is open in X2 
and at most meets one element of Z&k. Therefore U, is a-locally finite in X1. So U is 
o-locally finite in X2. Thus by Lemma 1, X2 is perfect. 0 
Lemma 4. Let X = GO(R, E. I, L) be a per$ect GO-space. If there exists a a-discrete 
set F in X such that I c F c (R U L U I) and X’ = GOx(8, X - F, F, 0) is perfect, 
then X3 = GOx (R n F, X - F, I. L n F) is perfect and F is a a-discrete set of X3. 
Proof. Let U be a collection of disjoint convex open sets of X3. It is easy to see that 
the topologies on X and X’ both are finer than that on X3. Hence IA is also a collection 
of disjoint convex open sets of X and X’. Since X is perfect, U is a-discrete in X. So 
u = U{z& 1 R E } in such that for each n E w, U, is discrete in X. Also since X’ is 
perfect, for each n,, U,, is a-discrete in X’. Therefore 24, = U{&, / m E LJ} such that 
for each m E LL.I. l&,, is discrete in X’. 
We prove that for any n, m E w, tr,, is also discrete in X3. Suppose that 2 $ U Z&,. 
If T E X - F, there exists an open interval (CZ, b) which contains .r and meets at most 
one member of c?& since IA,, is discrete in X’. If z E 1, {x} is open in X3 and does 
not meet any member of Un,. If x E F - I, then x E F n R or x E F n L since 
F C (R U L U I). It follows that there exists a TV > it: or y < z such that [x, y) or (yy, ~1 
which is open in both X3 and X meets at most one member of U,,,,, since U,, is discrete 
in X. Thus U,, is discrete in X3. Therefore U is a-discrete in X.7. Thus X3 is perfect. 
Since F is g-discrete in X, F = U{Fn 1 n E w}, where each F,, is discrete in 
X. Because that F, is an open set of X’ and every point in F,, is isolated in X’, 
F, = U{Fnm 1 ‘rn E w}, where for each m E w. Fnm is discrete in X’. By an argument 
similar to the first part of the proof, F,, is also discrete in X3. Hence F is a-discrete 
in _7is. 0 
Lemma 5. Let X and Y be GO-spaces and f : X f Y a continuous mapping. Suppose 
that Y is per$ect and 0 is a disjoint collection of open convex sets of X. If for every 
U E 0, there exists an open set V c f(U) such that f -’ (V) c U. Then c? is a-locally 
finite in X. Specially if for every open set U of X, there exists an open set V c f (ti) 
such that f-‘(V) C U. therz X is perfect. 
Proof. For each U E 0, take an open convex set Vu of Y such that Vu c f(u) and 
fP’(&) c U. It follows that {Vu ( U E 0) . IS o-discrete in Y since Y is perfect. Hence 
0 = U{C’, 1 n E w}, h w ere for each n E w, {Vu 1 U E 0,) is discrete in Y. For 
each U E 0,) pick a point yyun E Vcr. Then A(U. n) = (9~~ 1 U E 0,) is a discrete 
set of Y. Since f is continuous, f-’ (A( U, n)) . IS a closed set of X. Note that for each 
U E 0,. f-‘(A(U,n)) 0 U = f-‘(yun). Suppose that 
x 6 U{U I u E Ql}. 
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Then 2 $ f-’ (A(U, n)). So there exists an open convex neighborhood W of z which 
does not meet f-‘(A(U, n)). It follows that W meets {U 1 U E 0,) in at most two 
elements. Thus {U 1 U E 0,) is locally finite in X. Therefore 0 is o-locally finite in 
x. 0 
Theorem 6. Let X = GO(R, E, I, L) be a petiect GO-space. If there exists a a-discrete 
set F in X such that X’ = GOx (0, X-F, F, 0) is pe$ect, then X has a perfect linearly 
ordered extension. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, we may assume that 1 c F c (R U L U I). Let F- = F n R and 
Ff = F fl L. Then by Lemma 4, X” = GOx(F-, X - F, I, P) is perfect and F is 
a-discrete in X”. Put 
I_ = {z E I ] there is a y E X such that z < y and (2, y) = 0}, 
I+ = {z E I / there is a y E X such that y < 2 and (y, z) = 0}, 
10 =I-- (I- uI+). 
Let P(X) be a subset of X x [-1, I] defined as follows: 
P(X) = (X x (0)) U ((R - F) x (-1)) u ((L - F) x (1)) 
U (IO x (-1,1)) u ((I- u F-) x (-1,O)) U ((I+ u F+) x (0,l)). 
Let P(X) be equipped with the lexicographic ordering and the interval topology of 
this ordering. Then it is easy to show that e: X + P(X) defined by e(z) = (x,0) is 
order-preserving homeomorphic mapping from X onto the subspace X x (0) of P(X). 
We will prove that P(X) is a perfect LOTS. Let & be a disjoint collection of convex 
open sets of P(X). Let 
Qo = {U E Q I Un (F x (-4 1)) # 0}, &l = & - 80. 
Since F is a-discrete in X”, {({z} x (-1, 1)) n P(X) 1 II: E F} is a a-discrete 
collection in P(X). For z E F, ({x} x (-1,1)) n P(X) has the form {z} x (-l,O] 
if z E I_ U F- or {z} x [O,l) if z E 1+ U F+ or {z} x (-1,1) if z E IO. Since 
{z} x (-l,O], {z} x [O,l) and {x} x (-1,1) are homeomorphic with (-l,O], [O,l) 
and (- 1, 1 ), respectively, so ({XT} x (- 1, 1)) n P(X) has a countable dense subset. By 
Lemma 2, Qa is a-locally finite in P(X). 
Let f : P(X) + X” be a mapping defined by f( (2, y)) = 5, for (2, y) E P(X). Then 
it is easy to check that f is continuous. Notice that for U E &I, if (z, y) E U, then 
xEX-F,i.e.,xEEorxE(RUL)-F.Takea(x,y)EU. 
Case 1. x E E. In this case, y = 0. Choose (x0, ya), (xi, yi) E P(X) such that 
(XO,YO) < (x,0) < (xI,Y~) and (( XO,YO),(~~,Y~)) c U. Then ~0 <x < 21, (x0,x1) c 
f(U) and f-‘(( x0,x1)) c ((xo,yo), (Xl,Yl)) c u. 
Case 2. x E R - F. In this case, y = 0 or y = -1 and 5 has neither immediate 
predecessor nor immediate successor in X. If y = 0, [(x, 0), -) is open in P(X). Take 
h,Yl) E wf) such that (a~, 0) < (zi, yi) and [(z, 0), (21, yl)) C U. Then x < xi. 
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0 # (x,x1) c f(U) and f-‘CC IC,Z,)) c [(.r,O), (zi, yi)) C U. Similarly if y = -1, we 
may choose a zo < z such that (ze,z) c f(u) and ./-‘((%a,~)) C U. 
Case 3. z E L - F. By an argument similar to Case 2, we may prove that there exists 
an open set V C f(U) such that f-’ (V) C U. 
Therefore by Lemma 2, Qi is cr-locally finite in P(X). Thus by Lemma 1, P(X) is 
perfect. 0 
In the above theorem if F = 8, then X has a perfect underlying LOTS. 
Corollary 7 [8]. Let X be a perfect GO-space. Zf X has an underlying LOTS which is 
pelfect, then X has a per$ect orderable extension. 
3. Extension type and minimal extension 
In order to discuss the sufficient condition for a perfect GO-space to have a perfect 
linearly ordered extension, we consider some special linearly ordered extension. For a 
GO-space (X, T, <) and its linearly ordered extension (Y, X, <) and z E X, we define 
( 
0, if z has an immediate predecessor in X, 
ESl(;c,Y) = {y E Y - X ( y < CT and, for every 2’ E X with z’ < r. 
z’ < y}. otherwise, 
1 
0, if 2 has an immediate successor in X, 
ES,(z,Y) = {y E Y - X 1 T < y and, for every z’ E X with IC’ > z, 
y < z’}, otherwise. 
Lemma 8. Let X = GO(R, E, I, L) = (X. r. <) be a GO-space and (Y, A, <) a lin- 
early ordered extension of X. Then 
(1) ifx E RUI_, then ESl(z,Y) # 0 and ES,(lr,Y) = 8, 
(2) ifx E LUI+, then ES,(z,Y) # 0 and ESl(z,Y) = 0, 
(3) ifx E lo, then ES,(z,Y) # 0 and ESl(x,Y) # 0, 
(4) ifx E E, then ES,(z,Y) = ESl(x,Y) = 0. 
Proof. We only prove it in the case that .r E R U IL, the other cases are similar. 
Suppose x E R U I_. Since [z, -+)x, where [x, +)x means that the interval is taken 
in X, is an open set of X and X is a subspace of Y, there exists y E Y such that 
(y, -+)y n X = [x, -+)x. If (y, X)Y = 0, then y $ X, otherwise y would be the 
immediate predecessor of z in X, which is contrary to 2 E R U I_. If (y, z)~ # 8, then 
(y,z)y c Y-X. Therefore y E ESl(x,Y) or (y,x)y c ESr(z, Y). If x E I_, then 5 
has a successor, by the definition, ES,(x, Y) = 8. Assume x E R, and ES,(.z, Y) # 0. 
Take y E ES,(x, Y). Then (-, y)y n X = ( t, x]_Y, so (-, x]_y is open, which is also 
contrary to 2 E R. 0 
Definition 1. If ESl(x, Y) (ES,(q Y)) . IS not empty and has no minimum point (maxi- 
mum point), we say the extension Y of X has the left extension type -cc (right extension 
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type foe ) at 2. If ESl(2, Y) (E&.(x, Y)) IS not empty and has a minimum point (maxi- 
mum point), we say the extension Y of X has the left extension type - 1 (right extension 
type $1 ) at IC. If ESl(z,Y) = 0 (ES,(z,Y) = 0, we say the extension Y of X has 
the left extension type 0 (right extension type 0) at 2. 
Let X = GO(R, E, I, L) = (X, T, <) be a GO-space and (Y, X, <) a linearly ordered 
extension of X. And let 
T(-CO) = {II. E RUI- U& / Y has the left extension type - co at z}, 
T(-l)={z~RuI-U&(Yhastheleftextensiontype -latz}, 
T(+cG) = {zr E L U I+ U 10 1 Y has the right extension type + co at z}, 
T(+l) = {.r E L U I+ U 10 1 Y has the right extension type + 1 at z}. 
Definition 2. (T(-oo),T(-l),T(+oc),T(+l)) is called the extension type of the lin- 
early extension Y for X. 
Clearly, the extension type is well-defined for every linearly extensions of any GO- 
space. Now we construct a linearly extension as follows for a GO-space X and its linearly 
ordered extension Y. Let (T(-oo), T(-1). T(+oo), T(+l)) be the extension type of Y 
for X. Put 
GL(X) = (X x {0}) U (T(-co) x Z-) u (T(-1) x (-1)) 
U (T(+m) x z+) u (T(+l) x (l)), 
where Z- , Z+ are the set of negative integers and the set of positive integers respectively. 
Let GL(X) have the lexicographic ordering and the interval topology of the ordering. It 
is clear that GL(X) is a linearly ordered extension of X. 
Theorem 9. Let Y be a linearly ordered extension of the GO-space X and Y have the 
extension type (T(-co),T(-l),T(+oo),T(+l)) for X. Then GL(X) can be linearly 
embedded in Y. 
Proof. Because Y is a linearly ordered extension of X, we may regard X as a subspace 
of Y. We will define a mapping e: GL(X) + Y such that e is an embedding. For 
(z, 0) E GL(X) define e((z,O)) = IC. For (IC,~) E GL(X) and 5 E T(+co), by the 
definition of T(+co), ES,(z, Y) h as no maximal point. Take a sequence uk, Ic E Z+, 
in E&.(x, Y) such that uk < uk+l. Let e((z,n)) = a,. Similarly for (5, -n) E GL(X) 
and z E T(-oo), by the definition of T(-cc), ESl(z,Y) has no minimal point. Take a 
Sequence a-k, -k E Z-, in ESz(x,Y) such that a-k > u_-(k+l). Let e((z, -n)) = a_,. 
For (2, 1) E GL(X), I E T(+l), E&.(x, Y) h as a maximal point z( 1). Let e( (5,l)) = 
z(l). Similarly, for (x,-l) E GL(X), 2 E T(-1), ESl(x,Y) has a minimal point 
rc(-1). Let e((z, -1)) = ~(-1). It is easy to check that e is an embedding from GL(X) 
into Y. 0 
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According to Theorem 9 we may regard GL(X) as the minimal linearly ordered 
extension of X which has the extension type (T(-oc),T(-l),T(+~~).7’(+1)). 
Remark. If T(-rxj) = T(+co) = 8, then GL(X) is just the dense minimal linearly 
ordered extension of X (cf. [6]). If T(-1) = T(+l) = 0 then GL(X) is the closed 
minimal linearly ordered extension (cf. [5] ). 
4. Necessary condition 
In this section we will prove that the converse of Theorem 6 is also true. 
Theorem 10. If a per$ect GO-space X = GO(R, E, I, L) = (X, r, <) has a perject 
linearly ordered extension, then there exists a subset F of X which is a-discrete in X 
such that X’ = GO-y (0, X - F, F, 0) is perfect. 
Proof. Let Y be a perfect linearly ordered extension of X and let the extension type 
of Y for X is (T(-co),T(-l),T(+oc).T(+l)). S’ mce the perfectness is a hereditary 
property, the minimal linearly ordered extension GL(X) described in Section 3 is perfect. 
So we only need to consider GL(X). Put F = T(-m) U T(+w). 
Since {{(z, 1)) 1 z E T(+m)} is a disjoint collection of open convex sets in GL(X). 
it is a-discrete. Thus T(+oo) can be written as T(+w) = lJ{T,+ 1 n E w} such 
that {{(z, 1)) 1 z E Tz} is d’ iscrete in GL(X). For (x.0) E GL(X) there exists 
an open convex neighborhood J of (x,0) such that J meets at most one element of 
{{(x> 1)) 1 J: E T,f}. Let J’ = J n {(r,O) j z E X}. Then J’ is open in X and convex. 
It is clear that J’ contains at most finitely many points of T,‘. Hence Tz is discrete in 
X. This shows that T(+co) is o-discrete in X and, similarly, so is T(-CC). Therefore 
F is a-discrete in X. 
Now we show that X’ = GOx (8, X - F, F. 0) is perfect. Let 
Y’ = { (a.i) E GL(X) I JZ $ F} u (T(-m) x (-1)) u (T(w) x (1)). 
Then Y’ as a subspace of the perfect space GL(X) is perfect. Define f : Y’ - X’ by 
f((.r, i)) = .r for each (z,i) E Y’. It is easy to check that f is a closed continuous 
mapping. Hence X’ is perfect. 0 
5. Examples and questions 
In [8] it is proved that for a perfect GO-space X, if X has an underlying LOTS 
which is locally perfect, then X has a perfect linearly ordered extension. The following 
examples show that the condition that the underlying LOTS of X is locally perfect is 
not necessary for a perfect GO-space to have a perfect linearly ordered extension. 
Example 1. Let X = [0, l] x [0, 1) with the lexicographic ordering. Put R = { (x,0) I IC E 
[0, l]}, E = X-R, I = 0, L = 0. Then X = GO(R, X - R, 0,0) is a GO-space which 
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is the topological sum of {{z} x [0, 1) 1 z E [0, 11). Since, for z E [0, I], {x} x [0, 1) is 
a metric space, X = GO(R, X - R, 0,0) is metrizable. Hence X is perfect. Notice that 
R is discrete in X and X’ = GOx(0, X - R, R, 0) is also metrizable. So X’ is perfect. 
By Theorem 6, X has a perfect linearly ordered extension. Observe that the underlying 
LOTS of X is not locally perfect. 
Example 2. Let X = 6 x [0, 1) where K is an ordinal larger than wt. Let X be equipped 
with the lexicographic ordering. Put R = ((cq0) 1 a E K}. Then X = GU(R, X - 
R, 0,0) is a metric space. So X is perfect and R is discrete in X. Also X’ = GOx(0, X- 
R, R, 0) is metrizable. By Theorem 6, X has a perfect linearly ordered extension. But 
the underlying LOTS of X is not locally perfect even not first countable. The underlying 
LOTS contains a sequence which homeomorphic to wt. 
Example 3. Let X = w’;’ with the lexicographic ordering <. Then the LOTS (X, X, <) 
has the property that any open interval contains a sequence homeomorphic to WI so it is 
not locally perfect. Put 
F = {f E X 1 there exists an no E w such that if n > no, f(n) = 0} 
Let R = X and X = GO(X, 0,0,0). It is not difficult to check that F is a-discrete and 
dense in X. Therefore X is perfect. Let X’ = GOx (0, X - F, F, 0). Notice that F still 
is a-discrete and dense in X’. Hence X’ is perfect and, by Theorem 6, X has a perfect 
linearly ordered extension. 
To solve Problem 1, as the first step, it seems easier to consider the question whether 
every perfect GO-space has a perfect linearly ordered extension. By our Main Theorem, 
it is equivalent to the following: 
Problem 2. IS it true that for every perfect GO-space X there exists a g-discrete subset 
F of X such that X’ = GOx(0, X - F, F, 0) is perfect? 
If the answer to Problem 2 is “yes” then so is it to Problem 1. If the answer to 
Problem 2 is “no” then the following question is raised: 
Problem 3. Suppose that there exists a perfect GO-space X which has no perfect linearly 
ordered extension. Does X have a perfect orderable extension? 
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